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INTRODUCTION
D,_rin£ th," p;_t few years, an increasing recognition has developed of the
important benefits that can be gained by utilizing high performance flywheel systems
in spacecraft. NTLile the case for flywheels for spacecraft power and combined power/
attitude control was fairly well established by the 1974 NASA/Rockwell Study (Refs.
I-2), a more solid acceptance of it was inhibited By the then current state of
technology, among t_ther reasons. One of the key factors supporting the case for
flywheels was (and is) the composite rotor, with its potential for very high density
and manageable containment. Although flywheel systems incorporating then available
metallic rotors appaared to be competitive with electrochemical energy storage
systems for certain missions, a llmited pocential_ certainly for long term perfor-
mance growth, and an unresolved containment issue undoubtedly dampened significant
sys t c:[_ d eve _c |_mel__.
The situation has, however, changed for the better in recent years due to
important developments in composite rotor technology which have proceeded from the
mechanical energy storage technology (MEST) program sponsored by the U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE) and conducted by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL).
The primary objective of the program was to develop by 1984 an economical and prac-
tical composite flywheel having an energy density of 88 Wh/kgat failure with an
operational range of 44-55 Wh/kg and an energy storage capaciKy of approximately
1 kWh. In addition, concerns regarding safety dictated the development of flywheel
:ontainment technology.
Initial]y, the DOE/LLNL program sponsored the development of I0 different
composite rotor designs. Considerable data regarding the dynamics, failure modes,
and containment b_havior of the prototypes were ob_alned from spln testing. A/so,
some of the program goals were approached and exceeded (Garrett multl-rln E rotor,
which attained an ultimate energy density of 79.4 Wh/kg and a stored energy of %:.4_.
1.23 kWh). In addition, improved understanding of composite rotor design, structural
behavior, .aterial responses, and fabrlcation proce.s_ng vas obtalned _ro_ prolonged ]?_
association with the variety of materials, constructions, and design features
embod ed in the prototy e rotors. Spin testing p rmitted evaluation of the effective-
ness of intricate design features to obtain high storage performance (for example, :_"_
rotors developed by the Garrett and Brobeck organizations). Tests also revealed _.!._ ._
surprising]y high performance in exceedingly simple design such as the constant . <:._
thickness ]amina_ed disk. _ _
Since it was not possible to continue the development of all the rotor designs,
an evaluation/selection process was conducted to identify the most pro_tlsin_ concepts
for further development and _esrinE. The desiring selected were the Garr_nt multi-ring
rim type rotor and the General Electric rln_/disk hybrid rotor. Ten prototypes of each
of these designs were fabricated and several were spin tested for ultimate and cyclic
endurance in a laboratory environment. An AVCO design was also deweloped further.
In addition to the rotor developments, two parallel s_ud£es were initially per-
fo_m_d to provide a design basis for composite rotor conteinment (eels. 3-4).
These studies included an assessment of available contaImme-_ technology for metallic
and _._:?osi_,: r._tor&, examination of composite rotor burst test data, and definition
of containment housing design concepts, The methodolc_y and design concept produced
by General Electric was subsequently selected for further development. Experimental
contai:,ment hsa=in_:, fc,c the Garre_t and General Electric flywheels were fabricated
and ome containment _est involving a complete burst of a General Electric rotor was
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performed. This test was the first of its k/nd (i.e.,. a high performance burst with-
in a housing of pracltcal proportions) and revealed important realities of composite
rotor containment processes.
This paper describes recent developments of the General Electric hybrid rotor
design and discusses its relation to flywheel designs that are especially suitable
,. for spacecraft applications. It also projects potential performance Ealns that can
be achieved in such rotor designs by applying latest developments in materials,
processing, and design methodology. Indications are that substantial _mprovemenr.s
can be obtained.
Merit indices of composite flywheel performance include the following:
Weight Energy - Density, EW, =
Vol,_e Energy - Den qltY, _, "
Cost Energy - Density, EC, =
Stored EnerKy
To_ Rotor Weight
Stored Energy
Rotor _ept Volume
Stored Energy
Rotor Cost
These indices may be related to an ultimate storage capacity based on shore-
term re/lure and an operational capacJLty based on cyclic llfe. Similar indices may,
of course, also be defined on a system level by r_e_c_4_ to the _Lght, e_closed
volume, and cost of the entire energy storage system.
Another set of indices considers only the rotors and containment housing and
is of particular value in designing an optimum flywheel system. This is because the
_various rotor designs _der considexation may have _vldely dJ._ferent cont_u ._n.. _
requirements. A high performance rotor dea:L_n might, for instance, have a _h_g y
destructive failure mode, thereby requ:Lr_ relatively heavy eonr_lnment.. __ause
of this, its combined rotor and containment e_erEy density might be 1.o_.r than that
of a lower performance rotor which has a relatively bend4p_ mode of fa//ure. •
In contrast to metallic (inotropic) flywheels, whose weight energy-denslty can
be expr_ed as
o
r- [Such mat_ have d_._t_netive end complex behaviors hectare oz an_otropy 1"
:_'=-._ between seomeEry and marA_'Lal prope._tiea, the _h4ss _ _>er_l.1_. _ am ex.e_t .
! coa_o3.1ed by matr___ properties, and t_me-depeadent p_ope_-_-s can c,s._zer s_sn_._c_u
:_.i fro_ the static values usuaa_y quoted.
." 'i What is generally required for ccmponite rotor d.es_ns_ i_ an.accura.te s_xes.s
• [analysis of its component members and P.he £de_i_:Lcatcon o_.._w_t_ Za_._. e z_. _e_._ _.
-'/_f_1 Each fa//uze mode can be expressed in term oz a correnpon_ rotor pez_pnera_ speeu.
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Hence a set of llmitng speedc _n be defined for a given design, and from the low-
est of these, min_performance indications for the appropriate use conditions are
determined.
DESIGN FEATURES OF THE HYBRID ROTOR
L
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The hybrid rotor shown in Figure 1 is basically a solid, constant thickness
disk configuration that consists of three parts: a central laminated disk, a fila-
ment-wound outer ring, and a small me_allic hub that is attached to the disk. In
_he usual form of the design, _he laminate is a quasi-isotropic layup of unidirec- li
tional plies of glass/epoxy prepreg material cured in a press. The fiber volume I
and void content have typically been 50 tO 55 percent and 2 percent, respectively. ,!
The ring is usually constructed of high-strength _ype graphlte/epoxy material with ,!
a fiber volume and void content of 60 percent and 1 to 25 percent, respectively. I
The ring is fltred to the disk by means of a sim_le innerference fit. Radial i
interferences of .001 to .002 in./In, of outside ring radius have been employed, i
wi_h values in the lower range in more recent designs. The interference fit is
accomplished by cooling the disk and ring. _n the cooling process the di6k diameter '
contracts while the graphite/epoxy ring remains dimensionally inert, thereby permit- '
ring the ring to be slipped over the disk. When the interference fit is in the vl-
cinity of .002 in./in, mechanical pressing is required in addition tO thermal action_
f
Stresses in the hybrid rotor are governed by the elastic properties of the disk
and rin_ the interference fit value, and the parameter 8 which is the ratio of the
inner and outer radii of the ring. In previous prototype rotors, B values have
ranged from about .73 to .g2.
The ring serves the following functions: (i) it operates a_ high energy density5 _;
(2) the rinE/dlsk interface pressure acts co reduce the disk tensile stresses _ _2_
slightly and also tO reduce radial _ensile stresses in _he ring; (3) it prevents :_
fraying and other edge effect problems of the disk, (4) it greatly improves the
fatigue and creep performance of the disk because of the excellen_ farIEue and creep _
properties of graphi_e_epoxy and (5) i_ can alter the flywheel failure mode from
disk rupture to a less severe rite burst mode.
A small aluminum hub/quill adapter is bonded elastomerically _o the disk. The i
bond accommodates the large _ifferential radial growth that occurs between the disk
and hub adapter during rotation. Xt also provides damping, but this is probably a
disadvantage because internal damping is known uo have an adverse effect on dynamic
stability.
In 1982, 14 hybrid rotors were produced by General Electric for _ for ultlma_!
speed and cyclic endurance spin testing. Except for certain de_ails the rotors were
nomina/ly identical in slzeand design energy s_orase capacity. Their properties ar_
shown in Table i. The storage capaclnles were nominally .5 kWh (ulrlmaue) and .25 :
kWh atmaximumoperatlonal speed. The d,/fezences amou$ these ro_orswere due to
the resin used for _hemacr/x of the outer rZ_E. The basic design (Type A) employed )
Epon 826 epoxy whichhad been used in previous hybrid rotors. Ten Type A rotors
were produced. Types B and C used a hlgh _emperacure epoxy (Ciba-GeiEyCY-179) and I
a flexible polyurethane respectively. Two each of Types B and C were produced.
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Table 1. Properties of General Electric
Hybrid and Simple-Dlsk _lywheels
Parameter Hybrld Simple Disk
Rotor OD, in.
Eing ID, in.
Rink Thickness, in.
Disk Thickness, in.
Rotor Weight, lb.
Eotor W_ight, less Hub, lb.
Polar Moment of Inerrla, Ib-ln.-sec 2
Swept Volume, ft 3
16.00
12.80
1.74
1.67
22.33
21.22
1.69
.202
15.86
1.70
23.44
22.33
1.82
.194
Also, simple lamiuaced disk rotors were produced (Table 1), mainly co obtain basic
spin Cast data about failure stress levels and fa/lure modes of the laminate. The
flues and laminates were fabricated by the Lord Corp. and 3M Co., respectively.
PEE_ORMANCETESTS
Two ultlrate speed =ests and one cyclic spin test were performed on hybrid
rotors (Nos. H8/GE-F and H6/GE-J)and one ultimate speed and one cyclic test was
conducted on a simple laminated disk rotor (D2/GE-D). The test conditions and
performances are llsred In Table 2. Rotors H8 and D2 were the only units that were
subjected no _he cycllc tesnlng and both rotors successfully endured ¢_he requlred
i0,000 spin cycles. Each cycle consisted of splnnlnE between energy levels of 217
and 54.2 _h over a 6.5 minute period for the hybrid rotor and between 190 and 47.4
_h over an 8.0 minute period for _he simple dlsk rotor. After completion of the
cyclic nests, these same rotors were tested for ultimate burst capacity. Rotor H8
._urst at an enerEy level of 65o gh and enerEy denslt7 o_ 68.0 Wh/kE. The perlpheral
speed at failure was 1,010 m/set, believed to be the h_hest value ever attained In
a flywheel. Rotor D2 burst at an energy level of 529 Wh and energy density of 52.1
_Fn/k_. The basis for computln8 _he anergy level and enerEy denslry Is as defined
in Eel. 4.
The only other hybrid rotor that was brouEht to its ultimate speed was rotor
H6whichburst at an enerEy level of 648wh and enerEYdensicyof 67.0 Wh/kE. This
result was most interesting for several reasons, first because rotor H6 had not been
previously tested and yet Its burst performance very nearly duplicated that of rotor
H8 whlchhad been cycled I0,000 times. Also, the failure mode of both rotors was
the same (i.e., circumferential burst of the outer ring). Thls set of data provides
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Table 2. Cyclic and Ultimate Spin Test Results
for General Electric Hybrid and Simple Dlsk Flywheels
Cyclic Test
No. of Cycles
Cycle Duration, minutes
Speed: rpm, max. (mln.)
=/s, _a_. (=Lu.)
Energy, Wh, max. (rain .)
Weisht , Ib(.I)
Ultimate Test
Ult. Speed, rpm (m/s)
Energy, Wh
F.,_(2), Whlk8
10,000
6.5
27 , 330 (13 , 660)
583 (292)
217 (54.2)
21.27
22.5
37.9
47,058(1,010)
656
68.0
115
Rotor Number (Type)
B6-GE-J
(Hybrid)
21.32
D2/GE-D
(Slmple Dlsk)
i0,000
8.0
24,600 (12,300)
519 (260)
190(47.4)
22.38
18.7
34.6
46,602 (992)
648
67.0
113
40,638 (867)
529
52.1
94
(1) Not including 1.11 lb Hub _bor.
(2) Based on Dimensions at Ultimate Speed.
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the only existing indication of the effect of siguificant spln-cycling on the ultl-
mate performance of a composite flywheel. At least for these two test points, the
performance appears to be rather unaffected by the cycling imposed.
Based on the high ultimate energy density exhibited in these tests the opera-
tional level of a hybrid rotor of the deslgn represented here would appear to be
about 40 _h/kg. The operational level imposed in the cyclic test of rotor H8
reflected the lower ultimate performance that had been expected, as well as a
degree of caution in approaching this unprecedented test. More will be said later
about the signlficance of these test results.
Attempts to reach ultlmate burst conditions were made unsuccessfully with three
other duplicate hybrid rotors. The tests, however, were significant because they
manifested the rusEedness of the rotor construction, especially The graphlte/epoxy
ring component, and contrlbuted to a better understanding of the loose-rotor contain-
ment process. In each case, the rotors separated from the drive shaft due to a
whirl resonance condition that developed prior to attainment of a burst speed con-
dition. The speeds at which separation occurred ranged betn_een 35,820 and 40_910
rpm or 769 and 878 m/see. Subsequent to separation, the rotors spun wlthin the
containment ring, finally coming to rest _rlthln one mlnute. Except for some graphite/
epoxy which had been smoothly ground away during the spin-down process, the rotors
were recovered in an intact condition.
FAILURE MODES OF HYBRID ROTORS
A plane stress analysis considering a quasl-isotroplc disk and orthotropic outer
ring and a uniform interface pressure between the tn_o is used to calculate the stresses
and deformations of the hybrid rotor system. The analysis (Refs. 6-7) provides an ac-
curate and convenient means of optimlzln8 the design of hybrid rotors. This facl//ty
is due basically to the constructional simplicity and axial symmetry of the rotor.
The result is that for given component materials, the rotor stresses, displacements,
and interface pressure are expressable in terms of three_esiEn parametersp namely_
the ring radius ratio, 8 = a/b_ unit radial interference 8 = S/b, and rotor peripheral
speed, V. Here a and b are respectively the lnside and outside radii of the rln8 and
d The radial interference. Hence the maximum allowable speeds V i can be determ/ned with
respect to each of the governlnE failure modes of the hybrid system for any sen of
values 8 and _. These modes areas defined in Table 3, in whlch the starred quanti-
ties are The maximum allowable design stresses for ultimate or fatigue failure con-
dltions. Symbols in the table are defined as follows: CRF, clrcumfarenrlal ring_
_RF, radial (transverse) rins_ a_d DF, disk failure; S, ri_Eldlsk separation; B,
bearing failure; OeR, circumferential rins_ orR, radial ring_ and oD, disk canner
stress or strength; _B, bearing strength at z-lns/dlskimterface; and P_ interface
pressure.
A composite plot of V i vs B for the i failure modes clearly_exhlbits the allow-
able operational regime for rotor systems having a given value of 8. The rotor
energy/weighT ratio Ew i (enerEy density), expressable in terms of B and Vi_ is more
usually plotted instead of Vl. The author has referred to such a representatlonas
a Nimmer plot. Data for constructin_N_m_-_ plots are obtained by means of a computer
program which calculates the energy densltles EW i for all failure modes and the inter-
face pressure at rest, Po, for a specified range of 8. It also calculates, if appli-
cable, the value of S above whlch the interface pressure increases _rlth increasln8
rotor speed. In this particular 8 range, the rlngw_ll remain in conta_uw_th the
disk even if the initial interference is zero.
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Table 3. Definition of Governing
Failure Modes of HySrld Rotors
Failure Mode Symbol Condition for V = Vi
Circumferential
Rin E Failure
Radial Ring
Failure
CEF
RR_
_GR = °SR*
orR = OrR*
Disk Failure
Ring/Disk
Separation
Interface Bearln E
Failure
DF
$
B
P - OBR _ or - OBD*
-/
7 i
°-'.-
A meaningful in_erpretatlon of a Niz_er plot requires careful conslde_ation of
ring/dlsk loading interactions in the light of uncer_alntles in governing material
property values. These uncertainties are due to (i) limited available standard
specimen deed, (2) fabrIcatlon process dependency, (3) size effects, and (4) vari-
ation of cercaln properties _rl_h load and time.
A N_---er plot that was used for ch _ in£tia/ desIEn selection of the present :_-
hybrid rotors (Types A and B) is shown in FiEure 2. It is based on moderately heavy ..::.
interference fit of .002 in./in, and the materials data of Table 4. The plot shows c,
energy density _-n/ib) versus radius ratio S for the various governing failure modes
-rid serves to identify the optimum range of S. The present hybrid rotors were de- -
designed with B = .8; _herefore, the llm/ting failure mode indicated Ss CRF for
ultimate failure (solid curve) and either CR_ or DF for the 105 cycle operatlonal
conditions (dashed curves). In most cases the failure modes for high S values (thin
rings) _s DF or CRY while for low 8 values (thick rings) it /s ERF or S (the latter
for llEht _nterference f_ts).
ANALYSIS OF SPIN TEST DATA
The design data of Table & were compiled from previous hybr£d to=or develop-
men_s (Refs. 6, 7 and 8), available rotor spln test (Refs. 8-9), specimen tes_ da_a
(Refs. 6-8, 10-13), and _1:e analys_s (Ref. 15). As more spin test data be_eme
ava/lable for hybrid and simple laminated d_sk rotors, they were s_udled by means
of the rotor structure/ anal_is to refine the assessment of material strength values.
Zn doing this the older spin test data were reexamined to _educe all conclusions re-
garding strenEth to a reasonably consistent 1_.sls. Th4s study, described in Eef.
16, led to several important: conclusions. First, the elastic modulus of the laminated
disk becomes degraded due to the development of distributed _L_crocracks _n _he l_md.--
nate resin as the s_resses in the disk exceed threshold levels. In hybrid rotor_,
the principal effects of this are to reduce the stresses in the d_sk end increase the
216
Item
Ultimate
105 Cycles
Table 4. Properties of Prototype Rotor Materials: Disk
(S-2 Glass/$P250 Epoxy); _ (T-300 Graphlte/Epon 826 Epoxy)
Disk
_'* OD" OD' VD EOR' ErR" nOR'
msi ksi 1b/in. 3 msi* msi* ksl
3.3 60 .066 .3 18.8 1.40 170
2.55 25 .066 .3 18.8 1.40 117
RIn8
UrR,
ksl Ib/in. 3
.0531
.0531
_R
.3
.3
°-
*I msi = 1,000,000 Ib/in. 2
circumferential stress (aeR) and reduce the radial tensile stress (urR) in the ring.
Second, as a direct consequence of this, when the failure mode is CRF, the strength
U_R is Ereater than those values, based on the initial disk modulus, and when the
mode is RRF, the tensile strength UrR is smaller.
The revised estimates of desiEn strength values were inferred from the calculated
stress results that correspond to observed failure modes of tested rotors. In some
cases, a lower bound estimate was obtained for a _articular failure mode that was not
the actual mode of failure in the test. The stress results are summarized in Table 5,
which embodies most of the available spin tests of hybrid and simple disk rotors
having 0, 90, +45, -45 ° laminate ply construction. The stresses listed do not include
residual stress. All the hybrid rotors except the second set of tests 80-3 and 80-4
]urve two llstinss of data, the first corresponding to the initial disk elastic modulus
and the second tot he reduced modulus. The most important effects of the reduced disk
iodulus pertain to the outer rio 8.
The radial tensile stress OrE is addressed first. Only in Tests No. 80-3 and 4
_id the RRF mode actually occur. The average calculated stress for these tests at the
location at which failure was observed to occur is 1.71 ksl for the reduced modulus
m_d 2.66 ksl for the initial modulus. Adding to these an estimated .5 ksi due to fab-
Ticatlon-induced residual stress we obtain values of 2.2 and 3.2 ksi for the radial
rensile strength. The lower value, especially as it is associsted with the reduced
disk modulus, is assumed Uo be the indicated UrR strength. In the H8 and I16 test.s, in
which RRF did not occur, uhe maximum calculated rad/al stress correspondinE to the
reduced modulus is 1.A6 ksi and the calculated residual stress is .482 ksi (Ref. 16).
Bence, the total arR = 1.94 ksi, which compare_ 1:o the above strength value (2.2 ksl) is
consistent with a non-radlal fa/lure condition. If, on the other hm_, the calculated
values of arR for Tests No. 80-3 and 80-4 correspondiug to the inltial modulus were
used as a basis for est_unat_18 the OrR strength, this _ yield an averaEe value of
2.66 + .5 = 3.1 ksi. But the average calculated orR (based on the in,teal disk modu-
lus and including residual stress) for the H8 and w6 tests is 3.5 ksl, or ETeater than
nhe indicated strensth. This would not be consistent with the fact that RRF did not
occur in these latter two tests. Hence, the four tests taken tosether support the
exlsnence of a reduced disk modulus and an estimated OrR stre_qEth of about 2.2 ksi.
In Ref. 16, transverse tensile test data obr_ined on specimens cut from rings identical
to those used in the 80-3 and 4 tests yielded an averaEe strensCh of 3.23 ksi. A
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Table 5. Rotor Stresses Analytically Deduced
fzom Spin Tests of Hybrid and S_nple Disk _lywheels
I
Test No. Type
Hybrid80-3
80-4
80-3
80-4
80-8
H-8
H-6
80-2
D1
D2
D5
Simple Disk
Ir
Simple Disk
.75
.72
.75
.72
.82
.80
.80
Pailure
6
Mode
• 002 PJ_
.002 RRF
.002 NY
•002 NF
.002 CRr
•00111 CR_
.00168 CEF
- DF
- NF
- DP
- NF
°@R °rR °Do
3.0 134
2.28 144
3.0 149
2.17 163
3.0 171
3 .O 180
156
3.1
179
2.15
2OO
3.3 239
2.2 222
3.3 239
2.2
i
1.9 33
1.1
3.5 38
2.4
.7 47
3.4 71
1.6 64
2.7 70
1.3 61
- 106
fl ...................r t
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'size effect' factor accounting for _he probability of innernal flaws was applied
ro nhe raw dana to yield an estimated strength of 1.6 ksi. Hence, the deduced
strenguh 2.2 ksi (above) might indicate r/let the strength of the material in nhe rim_ --- -.
snare is treater than i_ the rest coupo_ ¢xmdltion, with the computed "size effect'
of Ref. 6, maintained. Such a conclusion was reached in Ref. 15, also for the case ....:
of longit_uAinal (ciroumfer_ntial) snrensth, i.e., oeR is 8rearer in the ring than -.::':_
indicated by _rpeclmem nes1:s. -_ ""
Next _he circumferential strems u@E is addressed. :In nhe 80-3 and 80-4 cesns,
after the occurrence of RR_, the rotor speeds were subsequently increased unnil whirl
induced vibrarlons caused the rotor 1:o separate fro_ the drive shaft. During thls
interval of time, the Eraphire/epoxy _ in each case was divided into two ring
portions manually detached along ¢ha radial' positions at which RR2 occurred. In this
condition interface pressure between the ¢JL_ porc@ons would not exist. Hence, _he
disk elastic modulus wou/d not have any effect on uhe stresses in the outer ring
portion. The second listing of oOR for these nesns Tepresents the maximum value In
the outer ring porzion at the hi_hest speed attained (not including the residual
stress, estimated to be abou1:4 ksl). Therefore, the o81% strength _mst have been
treater th_n the listed value plus the residual stress, or _raster than 175 (10-3)
and 184 (80--4) ks:[.
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In Test No. 80-8, the ring failed in CRY. The calculated maximum value of aOR
correspondlnE to the reduced modulus and IncludioE a residual stress of 7 ksl is 186
ksi. The rotor is suspected to have had an interference fit greater than the Identl-
fled value of ,002 in./in, because it required a heavy mechanical force in addition
to thermal contraction of the disk to assemble the two components. Assembly with an
iucerference flt of .0022 In./in. can be accomFllshed solely by thermal action. Ac-
counting for this, it is estimated the fine manlfested a strength of 190-195 ksi.
The circumferential rln$ strenEths exhibited by these hybrid rotors produced in
a previous program {Refs. 6-8) are substantially Ereater than the design value of 170
ksi used for the present rotors (Table 4). The tests of the present rotors, H8 and
H6, also support these indications, except to a considerably Ereater extent. The ¢OE
values corresponding to the reduced disk modulus for these rotors are identical, equal
to 248 ksl (includln E a residual stress of 9 ksl determined In Ref. 16). The equality
of the two values of oGR is in fact remarkable, considering the differences in 6,
densities of disk end rin E materials, and failure speeds. These values were caxefully
determined and were used in the calculation of a@R. It is noted that the calculated
values of a@R based on the initial disk modulus are not equal, and also that the
values correspoudinE to the iu/tlal modulus are quite hiEh (e. E. , 222 + 9 = 231 ksi
for rotor H6). Hence, these unexpectedly high but plausible values of oSE are con-
sidered to be reasonably well established.
Another important point that can be _de about the palr of tests is that rotor H8
is known to have possessed extensive resin mlcrocrackln8 prior to the performance of
the ultimate speed test. This had developed durinE the I0,000 cycle spin test which
preceded it. Visual examination of the lateral surfaces as well as ultrasonic C-
scans of rotors D2 and H8 that were made after completion of the cyclic testinE re-
vealed this fact. Hence, ample evidence exists to support the assertion that a re-
duced modulus was indeed present in the disk during the subsequent burst test. The
only question remaining is the exant value of it. However, any reduction in modu-
lus whatever would result in an indicated ___ strenEth Ereater then 209 ksi. Also,
the almost ident£c_ performance of rotor H_h/ch had not been teated in any way
prior to its burst test would susgest that resin mlcrocracklng is a short-term
phenomenon in a Elass/epoxy laminate of the type represented here (i.e., It develops
slmultaneouslv with the onset of sufflclanr-ly hiEh stresses).
_=I_ The recently performed spin tests of simple laminated disk rotors (D1, D2, and
!'I D5) listed in Table 5 support the indicar_Lon of the earlier test (80-2) that; the bi-
=! _ s_re_th of quasi-_sotropic S-Slass/epo_ lssinates (0, 90, +_, -.,,45") is con-
-_, sidera_ly higher than indicated by spat/men rests (Table &). The recent tests we_re
i! spec_±cally _tended to _o. vha_er the _ s=e_,_ ex_/hiced in Test No. 80-2
could be rea//zed. The quesnion was not answered because attempts to zeach short-tez_
bursz were chvarc.ea by separation failure of the rotor (D1 and DS) fro_ the drive
shaft f, llowin E the development of a whirl re_o_ance v_bratlon. However, all the
simple disk rotors exhibited s_renE_hs of au least 75-81 ksi at _he maximum attained
speed. This compares to the 60 ksi value used for the recent disk designs. The re-
_i i suit of the D2 test, however, is very si_n_ficant. The rotor successfully completed
the 10,000 c_cla test prior to undergo _ the ultimate speed test T_at resulted in
the burst. The peak canter stress durin$ the cyclic test _ 30 ksl. Since _he cal-
culated center stress at burst was 81 k_i, it is probable that the sbort-tezm ulti-
mate srrenE_.h is considerabl_ h_Eher than this. In itself the D2 test indicates
__ that the i0 _ cycle fatigue strensth is probably cons±deraSly greater than 30 ksl.
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Revised tentative design data based on Table 4 and5Ref. 16 are shown iu Table 6
for hybrid rotors of the type discussed herein. The 10 cycle fatigue yalues for
OOR and aDO are multiplied by knock-down factors ef .68 and .42 used in the receutly
tested rotor designs. The ultimate value of ED reflects the conclusion stated above
that the reduction in disk modulus due to resin mlcrocrackln E is a short-term
phenomenon o
Table 6. Revised TencaCive Properties of Hybrid Rotor Materials:
Di_k (S-2 Glass/SP250 Epoxy); Ring (T-300 Graphlce/Epon 826
Epoxy); Polsson's Ratlo - .3
Item
Ultimate
105 Cycles
Disk
_', °D'
ms_ ksi
2.2 >81
2.55 >34
OD •
lb/in. 3
.067
.067
gzag
E'_E' ErR" _OR' UrR' Og,
m_£* as_* ksl ksl 1b/in. 3
18.8 1.4 248 2.2 .0535
18.8 1.4 1fi8 1.2 .0535
*i msl - 1,000,000 ib/in. 2
A Nimmer plot of desiEns based on _he properties of Table 6 and an inter-
ference flc of .00168 in./in, is shown in Figure 3. The sol_d and dashed lines
indicate the governing failure envelopes for ultimate and ma.x:[.unm (105 cyclic life)
operational speeds respectively. An opclmum ul_Imate enerEy density of 30.3 gh/Ib
(66.8 LTh/kE) occurs at B -- .78. Designs wi_h hIEher B values are governed by C1_
and lover B values by REF. The operational speed failure envelope is governed by
DF on the left and RRF on nhe riEhc and represents _wo d_fferent values of d_sk
st-rer_th (105 cyclic llfe) of 34 ks£ (lower) and 42 ksl (upper). These values cor-
respond to ultimate strenEths of 81 ksl, discussed previously, a_d i00 kSi, a capa-
bi//ry demonstrated in Test No. 80-2 (Table 5). The optlmum operational enerEy
denslties for these values of uD are respecr-_vely 17.5 Wh/Ib (45.2 Wh/k E} at S" .78.
The design of rotor Hfi is posi_loned on _he plot as B = .8.
In addition to demonstrating high overall performance, the tests of rotors H8
and R6 yielded _mpo_'_anc data about the ult4-._te and cyclic enerEy storage eapabillry
of _he 8raph/te/epoxy flu E component. These are _ed in Table 7, in which WR
and _R are nhe we_t and polar momenn of inertia of the ring. The outer ring of
ro_or H8, which had been cycled i0,000 times be_een maximum and mlulmum enerEy
density levels of 38.5 and 9.6 gh/kg, later attained an ultimate energy, density of
116 _h/ks. Slailarly, _he pre_lously untested ring of rotor H6 acralned an ulr._-
mate value of I14 Wh/kE. Such high performance levels de_strate the pote_tlal of
flywheels _hac are constructed of s_unila_ f/lamenr-4_und flues.
I'.. ,, s__ ¸
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Table 7. Energy Storage Performance of the Rin 8
Component of Rotors H8 and H6 as Obtained from Spin Tests
Rotor No.
H8
H6
W R ,
lb
6.79
6.73
Parameter
_R"
Ib-ln.-sec 2
.922
•913
u1tlma_e
E, EW"
_n Wh/kg
358 116
348 114
Wh Wh/kg
119 38.5
TOWARD HIGH PERFORMANCE SPACE FLYWHEELS
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It is desirable to employ designs that uCillze radlally thicker rings of such
materials in order to obtain still higher energy density and an internal diameter
that is more suitable for interfacing _rlth other system components. Unfortunate/y,
such designs are precluded due to _he low radial tensile strength of present fila-
ment-wound materials_ This characteristlc is apparent _n Figure 3 wherein the RRF
mode governs desJ_ns hay/hE S <.77, or thickness t >.23 b, where b is the ring out-
side radius. Beyond rhls llm/t thlcker rlng desiEns are accompaD/ed by steadily
lower energy densities. Measures uo remedy thls llmltation exist, however, at least
theorerlcally. Two approaches have been discussed, namely, the multl-rlng design
(Refs. 17-18) and the flexlble-matrlx design (Eels. 19-20).
,
|
The multi-ring approach employs concentric rlnEs thst are assembled with su/_-
able Interference fins. The radial pressures thereby produced at the _nterfaces
bet_¢een r_ags set up inltlal radial compresslon stresses in the ring components.
Under rotatlonal conditlons, these pre-stresses a_t to decrease the rad_ tensile
stresses. Benef_clal effects on the circumferent£al s_resses can also be obtained
by thls method.
The other approach utilizes a flexible instead of rigid matrlx in the ri_
materL_l. Such construction results in a ETea_ly reduced rad/al modulus of elastl-
city without affe_tlnE the circ_mferential modulus. Analysis shows that by proper
construction, such a material can provide a radial strain capacity lul4_ enough to
avoid radial failure even in very r_ick rings.
Another eontr_ution to high performance rotor design _ r.be util/zatlon of
new hish stresEth (graphite, _d) fibers _nat are no_ available. The _raphite
fibers have at lea_t 50 percent greater _reu_h _han the type used in the present
GE hybrld flywheels. This promises to yield a s_m_ilar increase in enarEy density.
Up to the present rime, two GE hybr£<1 rotors ineorporat_ flex_ble-marrL_
Erapb/te fiber rings (_ - .8) have been fabricated. To the author's knowled@e,
nO ma_l_i--rlng rotors specifically utillzlnE Eraph_te/epoxy rlu_s have been produced.
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Prel_Luary studies at General Electric have ldent_ied two gene_ic £1yvbee.1
des_ns that incorporate a thick, gle_]_l_tr_ ring, nmaely the concentric and
ca_da arrangenents. They digger in the manner in which the motor/generator is
mounted to the £1ywheal
In the concentric arrangement the motor/senerator is mouuted and supported _rlth-
in the bore of the rotor rJ_S, as shown in Figure 4. The advantases of this design
_ce overall compaccuess and e_£lcient placement of htah energy density mate_ _r_Ch_
the assigned envelope. This is due to the absence of a central hub component. Dis-
advantages include l_a:[ted design £1ex£blllty to Incorporate other flywheel components
rand greater expected dt£f4culty o£ cooling the rotating parts of the motor/generator.
Prel_uJ_ary des_n est4maces of rotors b_sed on the concentric type (B " .S)
are l_ted in Table 8 for uneft,1 enersy storage capacities of 2.5 and 5 kWh (75 pc=-
cent depth of d_cha_ge (DOD). The estlmates are based on the high strain graphlte
fiber. The useful energy density is 79 Wh/k_ and the energy densities at 100 percent
operational and ult_._ate speeds are 105 and 155 Wh/kg respecti_ely. These _alues are
based on _he rotor we_ht alone.
Table 8. Destgu Concept _c_m_te_ for
Space Stat4on S_ze Fly_heels (Concentric Type)
P&_reT
ID, in.
h, in.
_, lb
J, lb-_n .-see 2
100_ Op. Speed,
_- (75Z IX)D)
Use£u_ Euezgy
Operatioual _nergy at 7_Z DOD
2.5 kWh
20.8
10.3
5.2
70
12.0
40,1_
2.5
79
5.0 k_n
26.0
13.0
6.5
139
38.2
31,800
5.0
79
°,
The cmxlem azwan_m_nt ut_A_zen a re.T_cive.Ty _ d_meter hub _c :is euppocced
by m of a sl_ fie _ the _ocor base, as shown _Lu Flg_e 5. Ca_cu]_tion_
show chat It is £m_]_le to employ a low we£sht wer_21ic hub, a feature rJ_t greatly
f_=:iAA.t_tas mo_nt.f_ of other compone_r_ to the -°!_heel rotor'. The cmndm
me_t offen very sJ4pxlflc:mt advantages oyez the _t_lc _ n_m_y m_kanc_
d_4_ flex_i_icy becaua_ it decouplea the _d_ _ __cter_c_¢_ of the
_o_or bore and the motor/gen_acor and does not restrict the _lection of the latter's
lem_ch/d_ez :ar_Lo. In addition, coo]Aag of Cl_ mca_ portion og the motor/
senecator 4s fec__Ti_ted due to i_s direct ezpomu_e co cool_B sources. It
F
-: . ,.
permits greater bearinE spans. The energy density that is estimated for the tandem
design ls somewhat less uhan that of the concentric type because of the presence of
the hub. Performance eat/mates are listed to Table 9 for B ratios of .2 and .4.
The respective useful energy densities being 76 and 70 Wh/kg.
Table 9. Calculated Energy Densities of Tandem Type
Thick _ng Flywheel Rotors Constructed of
HIsh-Straln Graphite/Flexlble Matrlx Material
B
.2
.4
Rotor Energy Density 04h/kg)
Ultimate 105 Cycles (100Z .DOD) 105 Cycles (75_ DOD)
146 101 76
93 70
C_qTA_U_qTD_I_ _P_A_
Such hish rotor performance levels £ndicate the growth potential offered by
fl_r_heels for space power applications. Recent experfence has begun to show, how-
ever, that the ve/ght penalties to provide for safe eonta:tement of a high energy
rotor burst are likely to be prohibitive. It is import_uC, therefore, co seek an
ea_ly resolution I:o the issue of containment. Fortunately design and spin cesC
expex-lence, especlally wlnh rlnE/d_ulk hybrld rotors, suggests chat successful
resolution of the issue may be obtained through proper rotor design.
The approach to this is to design rotors whose failure is accompanied by either
zero or minor re_lease of f_catlon. Such failure characterlstlcs are theorecl-
ca_y obcalnable in c_posite rotors by des_4pat_ to a RRF mode or eBploy_s a flexi-
bZe mmrrlw in the ring construction. In the RRF mode, which is obta.t_ed with
_elar_vely thick, rigld-_u_r_x r_un_, a c_rcu_erent_al crack is generated in the
ma_ between fibers. T_ts does not s_4;ntficantly affect the circumferential
strea_th of the r_z_ but does d:Lscu=b the rotor balance. The occu.-_ence of R.q.F
therefore produce_ a s/_zu_l for inltlatln_ e safe shuDdown of the rotor. There are
at lease two we]_l documented insta_ees in %_bich REF occu_l in hTbrlxt rotors (Testa
No. 80-3 and -4 dis_ previously). In each case the rotors _.re spun co con-
s_lerably lul4_er speeds after the occurrence of E_I=. Subsequently they exhibited
further _ wlhen they spun down to rest against the teat charier f_ll_
s_ratlo_ from their drive shafts. Hence, there £s good support for co_sider_E
the _ mo_.- a pracctca_ bas_[_ for non-briar rotor d_gn.
l_le matrix rotor des_41:n has a pot_t_Ll for _ contat=nent requ_._ements
becanse faJ_Ture (C_'. _ should initiate very near the ou_uJ:l.de periphet 7 of the rotor.
In such an event, breaks !n f:Sbe.Ts wcm.ld occur there, resulti=_ in a disturbance of
the rotor _. Thls _muld provide a s_41;m_ to shut dram the u_tt: In the process
£t ls _tte potable that some m_uor fra4_enr_tti_ wo_ld be released from the outer
surface of the rotor, thus necmmicat:Lug use of a ]_£ght-ve:i4_t shield under certa:Lu
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circumstances. The failure process, however, is considered to be self-arresting
since the region radially inboard of the failure zone is at a lower stress level.
This situation contrasts _rlth the circmngerential fallure process involved in a
rlgid-matrix rotor ring. There, CRF occurs at the inside zadius of the ring and
material in the failed zone e.werts its full centr_ugal load on outer portions of
the rinE. Once this happens, the process can proEress until the entire fine fails
clrcumferentlally. No rest experience exists, however, for rotors utillzing flexlb:
matrix rings.
Extensive testin E is required to establish the practicality of high performanc
flywheel rotors whose failure is governed by zero or minor fragment-release modes.
The technical grounds for _._pectln K success are quite sound and the benefits of
minimlzlng or eliminating the containment requirement manyfold. If this can be
achieved, a combined useful energy density of about 40 Wh/kg at 75 percent DUD (in-
c!udin E motor-generator, beazinEs, and electronics) could result for the advanced
space flywheel power system.
CONCLUSIONS
1. Of the two General Electric composite hybrid rotors that have been tested to
ultimate speed, burst energy densities (and stored energies) of 67 Wh/kg (6&8
Wh) and 68 Wh/kg (656 Wh) have been obtained. Based on this, the 105 cycle
operational energy density at I00 percent DOD is projected to be 40 Wh/k g .
2. One of the above flywheels (656 Wh, HS) completed 10,000 spin cycles, each in-
volvinE a 6.5 minute duration and maximum and minimum stored energies of 217 an
54 Wh (75 percent DOD), prior to the ultimaae speed test.
3. The pair of ultimate speed tests Imdlcated no deEradatlon in ultimate performa_ = _,
due to the 104 cycles. , :_--
4. The graphite/epoxy rings of the two rotors demonstrated ultimate emergy densltl
of ll& and 116 Wh/kg. One of these (see conclusion no. 2) successfully cmmrplet
10,000 spin cycles a_ a maximum enerEy density of 38 Wh/kg (i00 Percent DOD)
prior to the ultimate speed test. These data show the high potential of filame_. .-
wound Kraphlte/epoxy ring ¢oml_nents for use in fly_heel space power systems. _.
5. Analysts of the high ultimate enerEy performance of hybrid rotors H6 and H8 ha
led to the conclusio= that the c_rcmnfezential strength of the T-300 _aph_te/
Epon 826 epoxy ¢_poslte rlx_s used in the rotors is _ch Ereater than _e.s'te
by standard materials tests.
6. The low radial (traz_verse) tensile $trenKrh of filament-round graphlte/epoxy
material limits the radio/ rJatckness to abont 20 pe_cen_ of the outside dismer_
This can be extended somewhat by employing a radial compression pre-seress, an'
from a radial Interference fit.
7. LarKe radial thicknesses are possible, however, vheu a flerlble matrix is sub -_"
stit_r_ed for the stendard rigid epoxy matrix of the r_. With this technique
h_h energy demsities are theoretically indicated.
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Large, possibly prohibitive, penalties are assoelatedw-ith a requirement to
contain a hish energy composite rotor burst. A better approach is to desiEn a
rotor which is either fall-safe (no fraEments released at failure) or releases
a minor amount of fragmon_atlou. Such failure characteristics are identified
with particular rotor designs.
Utilizing a fail-safe rotor design and available 700 ksi graphite fibers in the
ring component, advanced flywheels e.xhlbltlng operatlonal energy densities as
high as 105 Wh/kE (rotor alone and at I00 percent DOD) are indicated by design
calculations.
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a,b
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DF
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inside and outside radius of ring; a/b = B
bearing failure
circumferential ring failure
depth of discharge
disk failure
energy
cost energy mlnus density
modulus of elastlcity of disk material
modulus of elastlclcy of ring materlal
modulus of elasticity of rlng material in radial direction
volume energy minus denslry
weight energy mlnus density
modulus of elasticity of ring materL_.l in tangential direction
height
polar moment of inertia
inertia
shape factor
interface pressure
radlal (transverse) ring failure
rlng/dlsk separation
rotor peripheral speed
maximum allowable speed
welght
we_ht of ring
ratio of inner to outer d/sk radius
radial Interference
unit radial interference; _ = 6/b
Polsson's ratio for dlsk material
Polsson's ratio for ring material
mass denslcy
denslny of disk material
density of rlnE material
ult_aate (operational) strength
strex_th
strG_gZh of disk mater_al
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stress at center of disk
strength of rlngmaterial in radlal direction
strength o_ ring material in tacgential dlzectlon
i-
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FJ_ure 1.- Hybrid rotor no. ]t8-31H6-I_14 after success_l
co=pletlon of 10,000-cycle 1083-hour sp_J_ test.
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F_e 2.- _yb_Ld rotor e=erg7 density
vs z-adlus raelo for go_t-_lb_ £_Llt_e
mode= (6- .002).
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rev4sed properties of Table 6.
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Figure 4.- _ £1y_heel concept, concent-rlc type
(2.S kWb). Rotor components mounted in bore.
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Fisure 5.- Antm3Lar fl_l co=cept, ta;xle= tilde, suilr_ble
for side =oumt_8 of zol=or ¢omt)onents.
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